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Chelsea have approached Juventus in a bid to start talks over the transfer of Federico Chiesa, according to reports. The forward enjoyed an impressive Euro 2020 campaign with winners Italy and has ...
Chelsea 'willing to pay £85m for Federico Chiesa' as Blues request Juventus transfer talks
Manchester United have finally signed long-time no1 target Jadon Sancho from Borussia Dortmund, for a ‘fixed transfer fee of £73million’. The young Englishman could be joined at Old Trafford by Real ...
Transfer news LIVE! Saul Niguez, Maddison, Aouar; Arsenal, Chelsea FC, Man Utd, Tottenham, Liverpool gossip today
Motient, formerly Cheyenne Mountain Software, announced its new name and expanded national reach for its advanced Mission Control solution. Motient's patient movement platform empowers hospitals and ...
Cheyenne Mountain Software Announces New Name and Expanded National Presence for Its Patient Movement Platform
UK-based Weavr, a startup that assists businesses with embedding banking and payments solutions into their mobile or software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions, has finalized a £7 million seed round.
UK Fintech Weavr, an Embedded Banking and Payments Solution Provider, Acquires £7M via Seed Round
The Florida Consortium of Metropolitan Universities and Helios Education Foundation are partnering to help break barriers and support transfer students. The Florida Consortium of Metropolitan ...
Helios invests in continuing transfer student success efforts at FIU
SK Group, a privately held technology and innovation holding company specializing in global frontline defense, law enforcement solutions, marine infrastructure and property development, presents for ...
DEFEA 2021: SK Group presents advanced solutions for defense and law enforcement authorities
Chile went out to the hosts in the quarter-finals, but Brereton will surely be part of future squads and could earn himself a transfer this summer ... Lionel Scaloni seemed to find a long-term ...
6 players set for a transfer after a standout Copa America: Diaz, Romero…
Pep Guardiola has made contact with Antoine Griezmann. Could the France star move to Manchester City? Transfer Talk has the latest.
LIVE Transfer Talk: Manchester City set sights on Barcelona's Antoine Griezmann
Sergio Ramos, Georginio Wijnaldum and Achraf Hakimi's arrivals at PSG have caught Cristiano Ronaldo's eye. Transfer Talk is LIVE with the latest.
LIVE Transfer Talk: Cristiano Ronaldo intrigued by PSG's busy transfer summer
Who could your club sign on a free transfer this summer? The start of the 2021-22 Premier League season is just over a month away and the big boys are beginning to make their moves in the transfer ...
Transfer news LIVE: Albert Lokonga to Arsenal latest as Liverpool eye Saul Niguez
Rennes sporting director Florian Maurice has confirmed that Camavinga is in talks with some top European clubs.
Rennes chief confirms talks 'with clubs' over Man Utd transfer target Edouardo Camavinga
Manchester United have announced an agreement in principle for the $100 million deal that will bring Jadon Sancho to Old Trafford from Borussia Dortmund. Wednesday, both clubs reached a breakthrough ...
Jadon Sancho to Manchester United: Red Devils confirm $100M transfer; medical to be completed after the Euros
PacGenesis, a Premier IBM Aspera Business Partner and Irdeto partner, has released a new solution brief for companies looking for an integrated solution to accelerate the transfer of video content ...
PacGenesis Releases Exclusive Solution Brief About Content Exchange & Distribution Security
Liberty athletics enjoyed one of its most successful seasons to date in 2020-21. The football program finished the season ranked in The Associated Press Top 25 for the first time ...
Ian McCaw Q&A, Part 1: Expanded CFP, NIL and the transfer portal
Wolverhampton Wanderers star Adama Traore could be an option for Tottenham Hotspur following the appointment of Nuno Espirito Santo, according to journalist Dean Jones. What's the latest Tottenham ...
Tottenham transfer latest: £40m attacking star Nuno already knows could be targeted
NewCo comprises three corn wet mills in the US, acidulant plants in the US and Brazil; a 50% stake in two joint ventures – Almex in Guadalajara, Mexico and Bio-PDO, in Loudon, Tennessee; and a grain ...
Tate & Lyle spins off industrial sweeteners, starches division to focus on specialty food and beverage solutions
Leonardo Spinazzola has been one of the stars of Euro 2020, and Madrid and Barca are looking to sign him. Transfer Talk is LIVE with the latest.
LIVE Transfer Talk: Real Madrid, Barcelona keen on Italy's Euro 2020 star Spinazzola
Foley Trasimene Acquisition Corp. (NYSE: WPF, WPF WS) (“FTAC” or “Foley Trasimene”) announced that, at the special meeting of Foley Trasimene stockhol ...
Foley Trasimene Acquisition Corp. Announces Stockholder Approval of Proposed Business Combination with Alight Solutions
San Juan County commissioners will meet July 6 to consider asking voters to approve a 1/16th of 1% increase to the gross receipts tax.

This book introduces the fundamental principles of the mass transfer phenomenon and its diverse applications in process industry. It covers the full spectrum of techniques for chemical separations and extraction. Beginning with molecular diffusion in gases, liquids and solids within a single phase, the mechanism of inter-phase mass transfer is explained with the help of several
theories. The separation operations are explained comprehensively in two distinct ways—stage-wise contact and continuous differential contact. The primary design requirements of gas–liquid equipment are discussed. The book provides a detailed discussion on all individual gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, solid–gas, and solid–liquid separation processes. The students are also exposed
to the underlying principles of the membrane-based separation processes. The book is replete with real applications of separation processes and equipment. Problems are worked out in each chapter. Besides, problems with answers, short questions, multiple choice questions with answers are given at the end of each chapter. The text is intended for a course on mass transfer,
transport and separation processes prescribed for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of chemical engineering.

This book presents an authoritative progress report that will remain germane to the topic and prove to be a substantial inspiration to further progress. It is valuable to academic and industrial practitioners of the art and science of chemical reaction and reactor engineering.
A Supplement for Food Science & Engineering Students Who Need to Improve Their Mathematical Skills A remedial textbook for understanding mathematical theories and formulas, Math Concepts for Food Engineering, Second Edition helps students improve their mathematical skills so that they can succeed in food engineering cour
A problem-solving approach that helps students master new material and put their knowledge into practice The Second Edition of the acclaimed Principles and Modern Applications of Mass Transfer Operations continues to provide a thorough, accessible text that gives students the support and the tools they need to quickly move from theory to application. This latest edition has
been thoroughly revised and updated with new discussions of such developing topics as membrane separations, ion exchange, multistage batch distillation, and chromatography and other adsorptive processes. Moreover, the Second Edition now covers mass transfer phenomena in biological systems, making the text appropriate for students in biochemical engineering as well
as chemical engineering. Complementing the author's clear discussions are several features that help students quickly master new material and put their knowledge into practice, including: Twenty-five to thirty problems at the end of each chapter that enable students to use their newfound knowledge to solve problems Examples and problems that help students become
proficient working with Mathcad Figures and diagrams that illustrate and clarify complex concepts and processes References facilitating further in-depth research into particular topics Ten appendices filled with helpful data and reference materials Ideal for a first course in mass transfer operations, this text has proven to be invaluable to students in chemical and environmental
engineering as well as researchers and university faculty.
A staple in any chemical engineering curriculum New edition has a stronger emphasis on membrane separations, chromatography and other adsorptive processes, ion exchange Discusses many developing topics in more depth in mass transfer operations, especially in the biological engineering area Covers in more detail phase equilibrium since distillation calculations are
completely dependent on this principle Integrates computational software and problems using Mathcad Features 25-30 problems per chapter
The transfer across the surface of environmental waters is of interest as an important phase in the geophysical and natural biochemical cycles of numer ous substances; indeed it governs the transition, one way or the other, be tween the dissolved state in the water and the gaseous state in the atmo sphere. Especially with increasing population and industrialization, gas
transfer at water surfaces has become a critical factor in the understanding of the various pathways of wastes in the environment and of their engineering management. This interfacial mass transfer is, by its very nature, highly complex. The air and the water are usually in turbulent motion, and the interface be tween them is irregular, and disturbed by waves, sometimes
accompanied by breaking, spray and bubble formation. Thus the transfer involves a wide variety of physical phenomena occurring over a wide range of scales. As a consequence, scientists and engineers from diverse disciplines and problem areas, have approached the problem, often with greatly differing analytical and experimental techniques and methodologies.
This textbook is targetted to undergraduate students in chemical engineering, chemical technology, and biochemical engineering for courses in mass transfer, separation processes, transport processes, and unit operations. The principles of mass transfer, both diffusional and convective have been comprehensively discussed. The application of these principles to separation
processes is explained. The more common separation processes used in the chemical industries are individually described in separate chapters. The book also provides a good understanding of the construction, the operating principles, and the selection criteria of separation equipment. Recent developments in equipment have been included as far as possible. The procedure of
equipment design and sizing has been illustrated by simple examples. An overview of different applications and aspects of membrane separation has also been provided. ‘Humidification and water cooling’, necessary in every process indus-try, is also described. Finally, elementary principles of ‘unsteady state diffusion’ and mass transfer accompanied by a chemical reaction are
covered. SALIENT FEATURES : • A balanced coverage of theoretical principles and applications. • Important recent developments in mass transfer equipment and practice are included. • A large number of solved problems of varying levels of complexities showing the applications of the theory are included. • Many end-chapter exercises. • Chapter-wise multiple choice
questions. • An Instructors manual for the teachers.
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